For Immediate Release:

LUCIFER LIGHTING COMPANY ANNOUNCES RELEASE OF
DOUBLE-IMPACT
Renowned manufacturer of lighting fixtures releases
AC LED path, step and accent light

SAN ANTONIO April 01, 2012: Lucifer Lighting Company—a premier manufacturer of low and line voltage, and LED lighting fixtures for high end applications—announces the release of the Double-Impact. This compact fixture features the beautiful look and attention to detail that the original Impact is known for, but provides for much higher illumination levels thanks to its wider slot aperture. The Double-Impact is perfect for interior or exterior applications requiring discrete illumination for paths or steps ways, and is suitable for path of egress lighting.

The fixture operates off a fully dimmable, 6W double-array AC LED in a standard color temperature of 3000K. Custom theatrical color gels are available to achieve specific color temperatures. Lensed optics elongate the beam for a wide throw. The LED/heat sink module is field replaceable and the fixture may be powered by standard electronic transformers. A tamper-proof locking version is available.

This distinctive, compact fixture measures 4.28 inches by 2.75 inches and is constructed of cast 316 stainless steel or bronze. The Double-Impact comes standard in the following finishes: White, Black, Metallic Gray or Architectural Bronze Powder Coat, Brushed and Natural Stainless Steel or Bronze, Industrial Gray, Chrome Plate, as well as Polished or Matte Oil-Rubbed Bronze Plate. The fixture is also available in custom finishes and plates. IP65 rated with included gasket.

About Lucifer Lighting Company
For 30 years now, Lucifer Lighting has created original lighting solutions that bring to life the spaces we inhabit—indoor and outdoor, from grand-scale commercial to cozy residential spaces. A manufacturer of precision engineered downlights, light strips, track and spot lights, and landscape lighting, Lucifer Lighting uses a variety of light sources, from halogen to metal halide, from LED to fiber optic.

Lucifer Lighting has received numerous awards for innovative lighting and projects with Lucifer Lighting’s fixtures are regularly recognized for distinction. Installations of Lucifer Lighting may be found in diverse venues ranging from Polo Ralph Lauren to Gucci, Goldman Sachs to Yankee Stadium, Windsor Castle to the White House and countless private residences around the world.

For more information, please visit our website www.luciferlighting.com
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